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Dr. Raymond Damadian, inventor of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), passed
away unexpectedly on August 3, 2022.
Recognized as a brilliant inventor and com-
passionate physician, he was still actively
working on his MRI research program at
FONAR Corporation, the company he
founded in 1978. He was also a devoted
husband, dedicated father of three children,
grandfather, great-grandfather, brother and
uncle who cherished and deeply loved his
family.
In his 86 years of life, Dr. Damadian

accomplished more than most could dream.
He was born in 1936 to Vahan and Odette
Damadian, both Armenian-Americans. He
spent his childhood in Forest Hills, New
York, playing with and watching over his
younger sister Claudette. He studied violin
at The Juilliard School until winning a Ford
Foundation scholarship to the University of
Wisconsin at the young age of 15. After
graduating college with a degree in mathe-
matics, he earned his medical degree in
1960 from the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine in New York.
His initial academic research focused

on the roles of sodium and potassium in liv-
ing cells,1-2 first as a Biophysics Fellow at
Harvard University and later as a faculty
member at Brooklyn’s SUNY Downstate

Medical Center. It was there that he was
introduced to a technology called nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), which was
able to detect radio signals from the con-
tents of a test tube in order to help identify
its chemical makeup. He was stunned by
this tool that scientists had been using for
years. He imagined using it on a larger scale
to look inside the body. He first proposed
the magnetic resonance (MR) body scanner
in 1969.
Dr. Damadian’s 1971 publication in the

journal Science3 entitled Tumor Detection
by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance began with
these prescient words: “At present, early
detection of internal neoplasms is hampered
by the relatively high permeability of many
tumors to x-rays. In principle, nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) techniques combine
many of the desired features of an external
probe for the detection of internal cancer.”
He filed the first patent in the field of

MRI in 1972, proposing the concept of
using NMR for detecting cancer;4 it was
subsequently issued in 1974. His intense
passion for trying to cure cancer5,6 led to the
invention of a machine that has undoubted-
ly impacted and saved millions of lives. He
and his team built a homemade supercon-
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Figure 1. Dr. Damadian discovers the sig-
nificant difference between relaxation time
in normal and diseased human tissue.

Figure 2. Dr. Damadian risks his life as the
first human to attempt being scanned in an
NMR scanner. A cardiologist (left) stands
by in case of emergency. This scan did not
lead to a diagnostic image. The first human
MRI image was subsequently acquired of
Damadian’s graduate student, Lawrence
Minkoff, on July 3, 1977. Dr. Damadian
monitored the now Dr. Minkoff overnight
at his home to observe for any ill effects of
this new technology.

Figure 3. Dr. Damadian (left) and his
research team, Lawrence Minkoff (middle)
and Michael Goldsmith (right) alongside
the first MRI scanner, which they aptly
named The Indomitable. 
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ducting magnet large enough to accommo-
date a human being, and on July 3, 1977
they achieved the world’s first MRI scan of
a human body.
Dr. Damadian then founded a company

to commercialize the technology. FONAR
Corporation was incorporated in 1978 and
sold its first commercial MRI scanner in
1980. For over 40 years, Dr. Damadian
poured his heart and soul into his company.
All of his employees and the countless
number of people helped by the MRI are the
embodiment of his life’s work, as are the
more than 115 United States Patents on
which he is either a sole author or co-author.
He was also the recipient of many national
and international awards.
In 2011, Dr. Damadian published a

study7 utilizing FONAR’s UPRIGHT® MRI
that showed eight patients with Multiple
Sclerosis (MS) had degenerative changes in
the cervical spine that impinged on the
spinal canal and limited the pulsatile flow of
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) lubricating the

brain and spinal cord. His team was able to
view this CSF flow in and out of the brain
with the patients positioned both lying down
and upright. It was increased resistance to
the outflow of CSF, he suggested, that
played a role in the development of MS in
these patients. Interestingly, his theory about
MS was similar to Dr. P. Zamboni’s work
proposing that MS is due to the impeded
outflow of venous blood from the brain due
to dural sinus stenoses.8-10 
This work became one of the catalysts

for Dr. Damadian’s intense interest, during
the later part of his life, in how the human
body’s position influences CSF circulation
between the brain and spinal canal. When
the FONAR UPRIGHT® MRI was used to
examine patients and visualize these differ-
ences, the results revealed a promising indi-
cation for future studies to investigate the
CSF-posture correlation in brain waste
clearance and aging, as well as in a range of
different neurodegenerative ailments.11
While the world has lost the Father of

the MRI, Dr. Damadian’s legacy lives on
through his revolutionary invention and its
many applications to diagnose and cure
human disease. To honor the enormous con-
tribution he made to medicine and mankind,
may the scientific and medical community
continue to explore, innovate, and cure dis-
ease with this technology for years to come.
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Figure 4. Dr. Damadian poses next to The
Indomitable, on display at The
Smithsonian Instituion. Non
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